
Keeping It Local      

A gorgeous early spring day finally afforded us an 
opportunity to visit with longtime NOPBA member 
Jerry Dow on his home turf and observe the bees at 
Dowsville Apiary. 

Within a few moments of arrival, there is no question that a beekeeper lives 
here.  Upon entering the driveway, neatly maintained grounds lead to a central 
area surrounded by finished outbuildings.  Jerry has several shops (plural) where 
a couple of bait-hives have been hung up high out of the way in waiting for the 
inevitable swarms that will come along this season.  To our east, the apiary is 
tucked into a sunny cozy corner of the property backed by nearby trees.  

 

 

Jerry Dow along side his customized electric golf cart the “Bee Mobile”
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Jerry describes himself as self taught and made his living with his hands in the 
world of ultra-high end finish carpentry.  From his early beekeeping beginnings 
in the 90’s, it has been a natural progression for such a craftsman to build his 
own bee hives.  Today, his bees all live in hives Jerry has made himself.  Years of 
careful and pragmatic observation led him away from the Langstroth style 
hives onto various and more natural open cavity styles that make up his apiary 
today.

“Really, if you think about it, the bees themselves are the best beekeepers.  The best we can do, in my opinion, is just give them what they need.  For the 
average backyard beekeeper, this simply means pretty much leaving them alone.” 

Easier said than done.  His sentiment has developed into a far ranging philosophy which departs from the more common trends in modern 
beekeeping.  It is a style of beekeeping known variously as “Natural”, “Api-Centric”, or “Darwinian”, wherein the bees call the shots and are 
“allowed” to make their own decisions by building their own comb without man-made foundation and swarm whenever their instinctual 
behaviors call upon them to do so.  The bees which continue to survive do so naturally, without intervention on the part of the beekeeper.  
The bees that don’t make it, don’t contribute to the next generation.  The unseen hand of natural selection is what deals the cards at this table.

The success of this “style” is perhaps what captured my attention the most.  And Jerry’s success speaks for itself.  A majority of his colonies have 
been in place for years.   Jerry is quick to mention his friend and principle collaborator,  Walt Wielbicki, as having a large role in this endeavor.  
Jerry and Walt bounce ideas off each other and Jerry considers Walt his “mentor and great friend” who got him started with top bar designs.  
Certainly, since his colony survivorship is not only high, but also enduring and predicable, I am very interested in learning more about how he 
(and Walt) are doing this.



Heading out to the bee yard in the Bee 
Mobile

Upon arrival at the bee yard, Jerry eagerly begins sharing the methodologies of his natural 
management style by first explaining how he came to realize that the bees need something more 
along the lines of a tree cavity in order to thrive.  “In my opinion, there are a lot of things about a 
Langstroth style hive that are just wrong” he tells us.   “But beyond that, the way they are managed 
doesn’t line up with what bees need and use out in nature.  For one thing, natural colonies live in 
relatively small nest cavities instead of large supersized 
hives.  Langstroth hives purposely have extra space to 
store a huge honey crop but since the bees are not 
limited for space, they don’t swarm as often.  This 
practice can actually weaken selection for strong, healthy 
colonies since fewer colonies reproduce.”

Looking around, I see several Warré hives as well as a 
few of his Tanzanian Top Bar Hives (TTBH).

“ I think one of the most important things I have 
developed is what I call my ‘Eco-Base’.  The base 
structure of all my hives have this.  Beneath each nesting 
cavity, is a #8 screen mesh.  Below the mesh is a slide-
out drawer full of wood chips.  The chip drawer is also 
bottom screened with #8.  The idea here simulates the 
conditions inside the trunk of a tree, where debris and 
bugs accumulate over time, and provide the ability for the 
hive to breathe much like a tree cavity.”   

The Eco-Base drawer full of wood shavings.

Base of hive with drawer removed.  Detail showing 
3/4” space below drawer box for thru ventilation of 
wood shavings.

View looking up from inside drawer cavity for 
an active overwintered hive.

WarréHive #3

The entrances for his hives are all very specific as well.   The overwintered March bees this morning were coming and going bringing in 
loads of pollen.  On the Warrés, he uses a 7/8” hole placed near the center of the stack.  Entrances not being used are corked off and a 
few of them were half-screened which the bees had propolized into an even smaller opening.

“I’ve found they adjust the size of the entrance to their liking and it varies somewhat over the course of the year.  Primarily, they need an entrance 
small enough to defend, that still allows them to come and go as they wish.  I’ve found 7/8 seems to be optimal, but it’s really up to them.”

The Tanzanian hives have a bottom entrance with neat little landing boards that include a clever adjustment mechanism to increase or 
reduce the area of the entrances. 

“For the most part, I leave them reduced most of the time.  I think this helps them defend themselves better.”  



The Warré entrances

The landing board with an 
adjustable entrance reducer on 
a Tanzanian hive.

Half screened and propolized

7/8” hole open for business



Another thing you notice right away on his hives is how massive the side-wall construction is.  Jerry uses 2-by dimensional lumber for all his 
hives.  

“It helps with the insulation and moisture to some degree.  Even Langstroth recommended the larger dimension thickness, but over time this has all 
but disappeared in modern bee hives.” 

We no doubt have economic “efficiency” to blame for this.  Certainly manufacturing and shipping hives made out of 2 x 10s would not be 
considered cost effective at all now.   And migratory beekeepers just simply couldn’t do it.  But it is well within reach for backyard hobbyists 
like myself and seems to make a lot of sense.  Especially in our climate. 

Jerry’s latest design which he wants to experiment with this season is a Japanese style Warré hive.  I asked him what the difference was 
between a ‘regular’ and a ‘Japanese’ version.  From the outside, they basically look the same.  He tells me the top bars are a little different, but 
inside the hive he uses spales which have been inserted to provide support for the combs.  Dimensionally, they are basically the same.

Under the cover, the top bars are fastened 
together in a latice arrangement.

A trap door for inserting a queen introduction 
cage.

Top bar lattice with stainless steel hardware

Looking inside we see the spales along with outside removable plugs 
blocking screened 2 inch ventilation holes.

Top cover without the roof.

The underside of the top bars are painted with beeswax where the 
bees will begin drawing their foundation.



On the outside, directly above the top bars, Jerry uses a sheet of 2 inch Foamular insulation.  And finally, for his roofs, Jerry uses an 
indestructible corrugated fiberglass shield for the weather which is weighted down with bricks.  The overhanging roofs are gently sloped 
towards the rear allowing the hive contents to stay level while shedding rain away from the entrances. 

Jerry’s Tanzanians are excellent observation hives, 
with viewing windows on both long sides which 
are closed off with skillfully crafted hinged doors 
that each include a removable piece of 1/2” 
styrofoam for insulation.

The window open The window closed



I was absolutely intrigued with Jerry’s Bee Mobile.  I worked in the electric 
utility industry for many years and this little truck would make any lineman 
quite envious.  He has an entire assortment of beekeeping equipment on 
board, with a nice selection of hand tools for small repairs he might bump 
into, as well as a ladder, various tree trimming tools, a shovel, dog treats, 
various hose connections, spare hive parts, plus ropes and tie downs.  

There is also room for hive boxes and what ever else he might need - all in 
one place.  And… just in case there is something he doesn’t have, the electric 
Bee Mobile allows him to zip back to one of his shops to pick it up.  About 
the only thing it doesn’t have yet is a man-lift, but that’s probably next.  

The Bee Mobile, ready for duty

Off to the bee yards !



We had a blast at Dowsville Apiary and I want to thank Jerry for hosting our visit and patiently introducing me to this style of beekeeping.  
Characterizing his management techniques as “style” is perhaps not wholly complete.  From what I experienced, his beekeeping could really 
be more aptly described as “lifestyle”.   “I am a survival of the fittest kind of guy…” and this philosophy undoubtedly has a major influence 
on his bees’ survival rate.  It all centers around his careful and thoughtful observations of what works and what doesn’t, some degree of 
trial and error,  but always with his bees calling the shots, rather than the other way around.  After all, the essence of beekeeping is 
“keeping” bees and here is an example of one of our local beekeepers doing this quite well. 

Being a student of beekeeping and continually wanting to learn about our varroa management issues, I was quite curious to learn just how 
it is that his numerous colonies remain productive year after year without any sort of  “assistance”.  To this end, I asked Jerry if it might be 
possible to obtain a sample of his bees to measure his mite load.  He politely refused my request, saying that he would prefer we not 
disturb them.  “No…there is no way you’re going to open one of these hives…”  It was my first lesson so to speak, in a nutshell, when 
thankfully, it quickly became quite clear to me, this is how “leaving them alone” is done.   But it is not as simple as that.

What we found at Dowsville was very interesting indeed and exactly what I was hoping to see.  It’s far more involved than simply putting 
bees in a box and “leaving them alone”.  Carefully studied variables such as cavity volume, entrance size, entrance height, entrance 
exposure, available forage, nest cavity ventilation, all contribute to providing a suitable natural habitat for his bees.  The idea of simulating 
what the bees need when they live in the wild is quite different than when they inhabit an oversized beekeeper’s hive.  Wild colonies live in 
tree cavities that are usually only a quarter to a half the size of beekeeper’s hive, so they easily outgrow this space and swarm each year.  A 
beekeeper’s non-swarming colony is capable of stockpiling huge quantities of honey too.  This is much more than a natural colony needs 
with only one-third to one-half of the population.  The swarming breaks the brood cycle too, and by some estimates provide a 30 to 50% 
reduction in varroa (primary swarm).  The smaller nest cavities, with smaller entrances and the right combination of insulation and 
ventilation allow the bees to better thermoregulate themselves over the summer and winter seasons and better defend themselves during 
foraging season.  Allowing them to build their comb as they see fit, and rearing as many drones as they need are their decisions.  Not 
constantly disturbing the propolis envelope allows them to better fend off diseases by allowing them to turn down their immune response 
systems and devote their energies to reproduction which is what “natural” is all about.

All this to say, …it depends.  It depends on our purpose for keeping bees.  Measuring our successes takes as many forms as there are 
beekeepers.  Personally, I am a backyard hobbyist with no enterprise in commercial pollination nor honey production.  I just like bees.  This 
is most definitely not to say commercial pollination or honey production is “wrong” by any means.  These endeavors are necessary and 
very useful.  Plus, the techniques and management styles these enterprises practice are not wrong either.  It’s easy to see a commercial 
pollinator with thousands of bees simply would not be in business with colonies that are small and swarm all the time.  Same for our 
honey producers.  There is a place for everyone and there is simply no reason in the world that we even need to debate “conventional” 
beekeeping, being the more common Langstroth style hives, as better or worse than “natural” beekeeping.  It’s just different and for a 
different purpose.  

However, this is to say, that for those of us who are interested in “natural” beekeeping, or “more natural” beekeeping, it might be 
worthwhile to learn a thing or two from folks like Jerry (and Walt) who are quietly doing it and making it work.  This is also to say that 
Langstroth hives do not qualify if our purpose is natural beekeeping.  Langstroth style hives, all packed together and stacked 4 or 5 boxes 
high with queen excluders and honey supers may not be wrong for the commercial interests, but it probably is wrong for the bees.  Their 
colonies need to be smaller and they need to naturally swarm if we really want to practice what we preach about becoming more natural.  
For the average backyard guy like myself this makes a tremendous amount of sense.  Perhaps we need to turn down our own expectations 
for 100 pound honey crops and 10 frame hives full to the brim with bees.  I’m hesitant to use terms such as “Api-centric” or “Darwinian” 
or even “natural” to describe Jerry because much of the time what we might call ourselves is only a reflection of how we want others to 
view us.  And this is most definitely not the case with him.  What we call ourselves has nothing to do with genuinely studying and learning 
and listening to what the bees need which is really what Jerry is doing.  



What we found at Dowsville is an individual who is ready, willing, and very eager to share his knowledge of natural beekeeping.  For my 
part, I am just as willing to learn.  I have been wanting to experiment with top bar colonies for some time now, as I’m sure others have as 
well.  I view the visit this day as a “discovery” of sorts and have agreed to accept Jerry’s incredibly generous contribution of one of the 
Tanzanian Top Bar Hives into my own apiary to begin my own journey down this road.  This hive will be available for viewing anytime I am 
home, so if you’re interested, let me know.  I want to also recommend and encourage other club members who have similar interests to 
contact Jerry, and let him show you around his apiary too.  With Jerry’s help and guidance we can all learn together.
                                                          Thanks everyone.  And once again - Thanks Jerry !

Receiving my words of wisdom

TTBH2 on its way to a new location in my field


